Dear dancing friend,

…… yes You can!!!!!

I’m very happy to send you this invitation for participate at very special,
honours, unique and EXCLUSIVE event for pro/am dancer.

"European Super Stars VIP Pro-Am Showcase Open to the World"
Only one evening in the year, you can dance show for special auditorium
“best of the best TOP professional teachers and authority in the world of
dance”.
During our prestigious dinner with Chef Pasquale 1 star Michelin, we
celebrate the OSCAR of DANCE a special moment where will be AWARD the
best and distinguish guest of dancing world.
The evening is creating to make you a feel super star dancer.
A “RED CARPET” welcome you on the floor and the moon will shine thru the
sea to the parquet of the Hotel Regina Isabella.
It will take place on amazing Island on the South of Italy, in Naples gulf of
Mediterranean Sea - ISCHIA.
The home of the whole festival is Hotel REGINA ISABELLA 5 stars De-Luxe!
The Hotel Regina Isabella became the hub of dancing, customs and culture,
attracted in Ischia’s prestigious worldwide dancers.
A unique choice in the world, where the natural environment and the tradition
of hospitality come together in a magical mix and rejuvenating for the body,
mind, and spirit.

The force of the sea and the virtues of hot springs, the affability of the dance
teachers, the taste of Mediterranean cuisine and the search for healthy menu
create harmony which gave the HAPPY TRAINING it’s undisputed prestige.
Plus, with the Top Professional dancers will give that bit of artistic and cultural
event, it offers guests charming moments and emotions all days.
Over the year the room have framed the happy moments of celebrities such
as Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor, Charlie Chaplin and Clark Gable,
William Holden and Maria Callas, Alberto Sordi, the most famous royals, to
people of culture and art of today and the best dancer of today, Maurizio
Vescovo & Andra Vaidilaite, Riccardo Cocchi, Stefano De Filippo & Dasha
Chesnokova, Alessio Potenziani & Veronika Vlasova, Domen Krapez, Monica
Nigro, Mirco Gozzoli & Edita Daniute, Slavik Krykklyvik, Dorin Frecantanu,
Ivan Krylov & Natalia Smirnova, Mirco Risi & Svetlana, Gendov Atanas &
Anna Lisova, Diego Arias & Katerina Ermolina, Emanule Soldi & Elisa
Nasato, Stefano Moriondo & Dasha, Kirill Bielorukov, Justinas Duknauskas,
Rosalina Doneva, Eldar Dzafarov & Anna Sazhina.
Excursions to Naples, Pompeii, Vesuvius, great shopping of local and famous
brands, the training floor in the water of the sea and million other possibilities
you shouldn't miss in 2018!!!
Make your Italian experience and join us in………..02- 06 May 2019
For contact, the organizer Jerry Abrate email: jerryabrate@gmail.com
FESTIVAL ORGANIZER
JERRY ABRATE

www.happytraining.club
www.reginaisabella.com
https://www.facebook.com/HT-Happy-Training-Ischia-Dance-Festival

